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Sargodha University among
top 500 Asian universities

S

argodha University has for the first time made its way to QS
Asia University Rankings as one of the top 500 universities of
Asia. In the QS Asia University Rankings 2019 released in

October 2018, 23 out of 188 public and private sector universities
from Pakistan were included in top 500 Asian universities, with
Sargodha University listed in 401-450 category of Asian universities.
This distinctive academic performance is an outcome of some
pioneering reforms initiated during the tenure of Vice Chancellor Dr
Ishtiaq Ahmad.
“We have proactively pursued progress in four spheres, including
quality teaching, productive research, knowledge sharing and global
outlook, which is increasing our academic profile both nationally and
globally,” says the Vice Chancellor, while crediting the University
faculty and staff for the latest achievement.
The reforms process underway in the University since the start of
2017 has helped achieve many key indicators of QS University
Rankings such as the size of faculty, including PhD scholars, their
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number of research publications, and the extent of international
academic collaborations.

top 300 universities of the world.

For example, the faculty number has increased from 545 in 2016 to

The digitization process is also making a huge difference. The

over 700 at present; and the number of PhD faculty has risen from 223

introduction of online admissions, for example, doubled the number

to 280 during the same time. This is because, unlike previously when

of applications to 44,000 for Fall 2017 Session and increased this

key statutory bodies like the Syndicate and Selection Board did not

number to 51,000 in Fall 2018. The University is also installing a

meet for years, they have each met for seven times to recruit and

University Management System to ensure efficient management and

promote qualified faculty, and resolve other issues.

better service delivery.

Likewise, the number of research publications increased from 524 in

Other major reforms to ensure quality education and promote

2016 to 710 in 2017, most of which are in Impact Factor journals. In

University outlook include consolidating academic programs,

2018, this figure is expected to be even higher as clear from the data

including the merger of overlapping faculties and departments, and

till June 2018 submitted for determining 2019 QS rankings. This is

closure of unnecessary degree programs; increasing the frequency of

due to revamping of the Office of Research, Innovation and

national and international conferences and workshops; and initiating

Commercialization (ORIC), including offering financial incentives

academic research

collaborations with major international

to productive faculty members, creating inter-disciplinary research

institutions, including leading Chinese universities in the field of

groups, and updating foreign referees lists by including scholars from

agriculture.

Maiden
collaboration
with UN Food
and Agriculture
Organization to
boost seed sector
The UNFAO Rep to Pakistan and SU Vice Chancellor exchanging documents after signing a letter of intent
Realizing its vision to support and uplift small farmers through

food like irrigation to water management and kitchen

research and innovation, the University of Sargodha has inked a

gardening,” the FAO Representative added.
According to the letter of intent, FAO and Sargodha University

landmark agreement with the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations.
The agreement was signed on September 7, 2018 by Minà

agreed to the following capacity development activities:
FAO will facilitate SU in its endeavor to develop training

Dowlatchahi, the FAO Representative and Vice Chancellor Dr

programs targeting small-to-medium scale farmers, agri-

Ishtiaq Ahmad at the main campus with the aim to strengthen
institutional capacity in the seed sector. Rosana Frattini, FAO

business and entrepreneurs.
It will support SU in identifying short-to-medium term

Partnership Officer, Pakistan and Dr Shakeel Khan, Seed Sector

consultants to assist the University in contextualizing research

Consultant, FAO were also present.
The collaboration underscores the importance of supply of

findings to benefit small scale farmers as well as small and

quality seed to the farmers in line with the Amended (2015) Seed
Act 1976 and the Plant Breeders' Rights Act, 2016. It will

medium enterprises.
FAO will facilitate the development of a technology delivery

strengthen the SU Faculty of Agriculture Out-reach Extension

mechanism and SOPs between SU and the private sector.
It will further facilitate the SU faculty to pilot new practices by

Educational Program by building the capacities of the maximum

sharing knowledge and giving access to its global success

number of stakeholders.
Addressing the signing ceremony, the Vice Chancellor

stories.
FAO e-learning courses, such as Pre-breeding for Effective

remarked, “The SU is committed to promoting research and

Use of Plant Genetic Resources, may be freely integrated into

technology in the agriculture sector to enhance the productivity,”

SU graduate-level curricula.
The FAO-Pakistan Office will facilitate SU in applying online

adding that the University with the cooperation of its global
partners is focusing research on potential agricultural products of

to the FAO Headquarters Internship Program with a view to

the region like citrus and sugarcane.
Minà Dowlatchahi said that through this initiative, the FAO

place potential students in relevant projects.

wished to support small farmers, create income opportunities for
women, provide dieting guidelines and soil profiling in Punjab.
“We look forward to cooperate with Sargodha University to
strengthen modern technologies in the field of agriculture and

The Food and Agriculture Organization is one of the United
Nations institutions and its mandate is to eradicate hunger,
improve productivity, raise living standard of rural populations
and contribute to the growth of the world economy.
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Green Plantation drive starts from
Campus Sargodha Medical College

I

n line with the nationwide Plant for Pakistan

drive, the University of Sargodha launched

tree plantation campaign on the 71st

Independence Day (14 August 2018). The
campaign will continue to contribute in a
significant way aimed at achieving a 'Green
Pakistan.'
Keeping in view the saline and water logged soil
condition, 3,000 saplings of specific trees that
could endure the saline soil characteristics were
planted at Sargodha Medical College in August.
Sargodha University plans to plant 100,000 trees in
the course of one year at Sargodha Medical College
and Allama Iqbal Campus where the College of
Engineering and Technology is currently under
construction with over Rs.1 billion funding from
the Government of Punjab.
Unlike the main campus and Agriculture College

3,000 tree saplings planted at Sargodha Medical College

campus, which are lush green, the Medical and
Engineering colleges are located in saline areas.
The plantation drive will also cover sub-campuses at Mianwali
and Bhakkar. The whole idea is to make Sargodha University,
which is already significantly green, even greener.
Trees, which can endure specific soil characteristics, such as
Eucalyptus camaldulensis (Eucalyptus / Sufeda),
Pongamiapinnata (Sukh chain), Albizziaprocera (Siris /
SafedShirin) and Azadirachtaindica (Neem) are being planted.

SU joins GreenMetric
Given its commitment to
Green Pakistan, in
September 2018,
University of Sargodha
joined the GreenMetric
World Universities
Ranking System.
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Ultimately this plantation drive is synchronizing with the
government's ongoing Plant for Pakistan campaign across the
country. In order to enhance our international standing with
respect to one of the most important goals of the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals i.e. climate change.
The drive will contribute in keeping the surroundings clean,
green and pollution-free, in addition to resisting global warming
and adverse effects of climate change.
Moreover, the University has also installed waste bins to contain
biodegradable waste or compostable materials throughout the
campus and built pavement for pedestrians while essential steps
to achieving food security, effective food safety and quality and
hygiene are also being taken.
At the moment, the planted saplings are under observation. A
further 10,000 plants will be added to the tally before the start of
the winter season. Plants with zero growth are timely replaced
with newer saplings. Once defined area will be covered with
desired numbers of plants, the process will be expanded to other
areas of the University and possibly to the city as well.

Going
Digital

Syndicate approves
University Management
Information System

The Vice Chancellor presiding over the Syndicate meeting held on July 28, 2018

T

managing their timetable, course assignment, labs and
he University of Sargodha is moving from manual to
classroom plans, attendance record and award list etc.
fully digital system to enhance efficiency, productivity
System would not only oversee the affairs of the
The
and transparency in the academic and administrative
University's sub-campuses in Mianwali and Bhakkar but it
affairs of the University by streamlining the procedures and
would also streamline affiliation, registration and exam
processes through the implementation of Management
process of the affiliated colleges.
conduction
Information System.
The Syndicate accorded Rs.200 million for the establishment of
The digitalization process would organize and program all the
the University Management Information System for which
students and teachers-related information and financial matters
Rs.27 million will be funded by the Higher Education
through a central computerized database and would produce
The remaining Rs.173 million will be generated
Commission.
regular reports on operations for every level of management.
from the University's own sources.
University Management Information
In addition to the Management System,
System entails online teacher-student
The Syndicate accorded Rs.200 the University Syndicate also allocated
evaluation, online examination system,
human resource management, financial
million for establishment of research grant worth Rs.50 million to
encourage research activities while Rs.1
management which includes fee
the
University
Management
million kept for the Best Researcher
payments, budgets, payroll and pension,
Award. The University is providing funds
scholarships and financial aid.
Information System.
of Rs.8 million which will cover the cost
The System would significantly reduce
for prizes and awards in order to
the errors and omissions by automating
incentivize the faculty.
the operations of the administration as well as the Departments.
Out of the total budget outlay of Rs.4.5 billion, the Syndicate
In the computerized system, student portal will record all the data
approved Rs.847 million for the developmental projects and
of the newly enrolled students from admission, course
Rs.3.6 billion for recurring expenditures.
registration, attendance and grades to exams. The students would
Furthermore,
the Syndicate sanctioned creation of Department
be spared the hassle of getting clearance from all University
of Medical Education at Sargodha Medical College as per
Departments in person after their graduation.
Pakistan Medical and Dental Council requirement.
The management system will also facilitate the teachers in
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From Smart to
Safe Campus

Funds for
global links

and work efficiency at the campus. The Project was approved during

T

the Syndicate meeting held on September 15, 2018.

linkages.

The Safe Campus Project envisages video surveillance

The Syndicate gave the nod to proceed further for developing global

supplemented by alarm and intelligent analysis system that would

academic and research linkages with reputed international

ensure safety of the students, faculty and assets of the University

institutions through ORIC from the University's own resources. It

through comprehensive coverage across the campus.

includes financial assistance for the senior faculty on the pattern as

The state-of-the-art surveillance system is supported by a number of

practised by leading public and private sector universities for

A

fter enabling free Wi-Fi services throughout the campus,
Sargodha University has embarked on the second phase
of Smart and Safe Campus Project to enhance security

CCTV cameras at various spots giving maximum visibility;
complete dashboard generating reports; central control room for
effective monitoring; and integration with another central control
room at HEC enabling quick response to any untoward incident at
the campus.
The provision of Wi-Fi blanket coverage across the campus has
augmented the highly conducive, technologically advanced, and
cost effective learning environment facilitating students in their
research and learning activities.
The Smart Campus Project has enabled the users to freely access
internet in indoor as well as outdoor areas of the University with
power backup units (UPS) 24/7. It provides support of Eduroam

he Syndicate of Sargodha University has allowed the
administration to take steps towards ensuring quality
education, productive research, knowledge sharing and

improving its academic standing by building new international

foreign travel.
The University has a distinction in Agriculture and it has developed
strong academic collaborations with various Chinese institutions.
The University intends to expand and pursue collaborations in other
fields such as languages, social and natural sciences with esteemed
international institutions.
However, due to dependence of the faculty on international partners
to sponsor their visits, it was not possible to pursue the task of
developing global linkages with the urgency and priority that it
deserves.
Ostensibly, implementation of the program will facilitate the faculty

service that can enable students, faculty and researchers to access

in proactively pursing the academic linkages abroad and taking the

internet with the same credentials while visiting any university

existing global networking process to the next level by providing

locally or abroad that offers Eduroam services.

them institutional financial support for the purpose.

7 faculties 7 colours: dress code for undergrads
From Fall 2018, Sargodha University has
implemented a dress code for undergraduate
students to promote uniformity and social
equality among the students coming from diverse
socio-economic backgrounds.
Boys' uniform includes gray pant and white shirt
embossed with a coloured pocket strip
representing their respective faculty; whereas
the girls are clad in white shirt, shalwar and
dupatta with a coloured ribbon accordingly. For
the winter, the boys and girls will wear navy blue
sweater or navy blue blazer.
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Record 51,000 applications received for Fall-2018

Online system brings
transparency in admissions
programs and 3,664 for
postgraduate programs while the
online admission team received
and resolved 4,000 correction
requests.
Dr Muhammad Afzal, the
Chairman Admission Committee
said that the online system –
designed and backed by Web
Development Cell (WDC) of the
University – promoted paperless
functioning increasing the
transparency and efficiency at the
University.
“Online application system is the
part of our resolve to provide
students with high standard
f a c i l i t i e s . We h a d s e t u p
information desks to satisfy
queries of the students made
through phone calls, in person
visits and emails,” he added.
Tahir Umar, Incharge WDC, said

T

o ensure transparency in the admission process and ease

that the online system offered
students convenient, efficient and reliable access to admissions in

for the students, the University of Sargodha has gone

Sargodha University. The automated application process

completely online with the admissions for Fall 2018.

provided access to data straightforward and helped in admitting

According to the details, the University had received more than

more students, he added.

51,000 applications for admissions for Fall-2018 session through

The University had also updated material on its official website to

its first-ever online admission system launched to facilitate

guide students through the online application process. “The

applicants from all over Pakistan.

application was designed keeping in mind the exposure and

After successful launch of the online admission system, the

capacity of the students from less-privileged areas so that

University received 20% more applications than the previous

candidates from any background could easily complete the

year, when a hard copy of application was required for admission.

admission process,” Umar said.

Using this online system, 42,142 applicants applied for

The system, besides helping the University management in taking

admissions to the main campus, 4,221 to Sub-campus Mianwali,

quick decisions, is being driven by technology innovations,

3,525 to Sub-campus Bhakkar and 1,143 to the College of

facilitating the University in achieving its aspirations of being a

Agriculture.

world class educational institution, he further added.

Moreover, the University received 36,518 applications for

It is pertinent to mention here that the University of Sargodha had

admissions in undergraduate program, 10,849 for graduate

partially adopted the online application system previous year.
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On-campus internship imparts
hands-on experience to students

T

finding a job can be a challenge especially for those who don't
he University of Sargodha has rolled out paid Onexperience. “Internship is a great way for the students to
have
campus Internship Program to impart on-the-job skills
them for the professional life.”
prepare
and much-needed experience to the students for entering
She explained that hands-on work experience the interns would
into the main job market.
receive
is invaluable and cannot be obtained in a classroom
The program was launched with the vision to set trend in the
setting, making this one of the most important benefits of
higher education sector of Pakistan as it is the first-ever oninternships.
campus paid internship program offered at any public sector
Aqib Sohail, a student of BS Social Work was very excited about
university of the country. Such programs can provide students
the
internship program as he has applied for intern position in the
with an opportunity to 'test drive' a career, look good on a resume
Media Cell to master non-linear editing. “I am already familiar
and get a foot in the door with a potential employer.
the art of editing which I learnt by myself using online
with
The Career Development Centre received 1,900 online
tutorials. The paid internship will help me in both ways: earning a
applications and 300 candidates were
handsome per month stipend and
short listed after the pre-selection
Internships provide students
polishing my editing skills”.
process of tests and interviews.
Emal Khaliq, a student of MPhil
with an opportunity to 'test
About 122 supervisors signed up to be a
Food Sciences, said that she, along
mentor for the internship program
drive' career, look good on
with other students, applied for the
including 41 nominations for
program to get the opportunity to
supervision from different offices of
resume and get a foot in the
apply acquired knowledge to real
Sargodha University.
door
with
a
potential
employer
work experiences, gaining firsthand
In view of the job descriptions shared by
knowledge and on-the-job
supervisors, the Centre designed a
to
encounter in her chosen field. Onexpect
can
challenges
she
comprehensive internship application form to find the most
be a source of encouragement
will
Campus
Internship
Program
suitable mentee.
for female students to start a professional career as they cover 67
After going through the final selection process, 100 graduates and
percent
population of the total enrolled students at the University.
50 enrolled students will start their internship from the first week
Yet they are unable to realize their full potential after graduation
of November, 2018.
due
to lack of any professional opportunities for them particularly
Maryam Gul, Incharge Career Development Centre, who is
in Sargodha, Bhakkar and Minawali.
entrusted with the task of selecting interns, is of the view that
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Sargodha University joins China's Belt and
Road Agriculture Innovation League

Dr Sun Qixin, CAU President awarding membership certificate to the University of Sargodha

T

transfer and product development in agricultural sciences.
o promote cooperation and collaboration in agriculture,
Sun Qixin, the CAU President, in his opening address, said, “The
Dr
science and technology, the University of Sargodha has
affluent
agricultural resources of over 70 countries along the Belt and
joined China's Belt and Road/South-South Cooperation
extremely large space for agricultural cooperation,
provide
Road
Agricultural Education, Science and Technology Innovation League,
which China is already steering through extensive capital investment,
which will facilitate the University to benefit from full scholarships,
transfer and product development.”
technology
research funding, technology transfer and product development in
from Chinese Ministries of Commerce, Agriculture and
officials
Top
agriculture. Sargodha University is the first university to join this
and agriculture research centers also spoke on the
Affairs
Rural
prestigious League.
occasion, with Dr Li Xiaoyun, Chair of the China International
The League's founding ceremony was held on June 22, 2018 at China
Development
Research Network, emphasizing the enormous
Agricultural University (CAU) in Beijing, where the membership
that
development of agriculture can make to the
contribution
certificate was awarded to the Vice Chancellor Dr Ishtiaq Ahmad
urbanization, industrialization and global
poverty,
reduction
of
accompanied by Dean Faculty of Agriculture Dr Muhammad Afzal.
opening up of the economy.
The two-day event was attended by vice chancellors, presidents and
According to these officials, as a result of
other university officials from more than 70
Apart
from
other
benefits,
the
CPEC, the agricultural investment
participating nations from different regions
cooperation between China and Pakistan is
membership will enable
of the world included in the Belt and Road
fast expanding from crop-planting-oriented
Initiative.
Sargodha University to benefit to such fields as infrastructure construction,
“The League will uphold the concept of
agriculture products processing and
from scholarships offered by
peaceful cooperation, opening
agricultural informatization.
inclusiveness, mutual learning, mutual
CAU for its students
Sargodha University has already benefited
benefits and win-win effects and be
following
up on the agreements it has so far
transition
by
from
this
committed to advancing the close cooperation among the members in
agriculture universities: in dry
Chinese
with
two
leading
concluded
areas such as agricultural research, technical application, policy
Lanzhou
University
and in citrus and sugarcane
with
agriculture
land
dialogue, talent cultivation and cultural communication,” states the
research with South China Agriculture University.
Joint Declaration issued on the occasion.
Around
61 graduates and faculty members from its Faculty of
Membership of the Belt and Road Agricultural Education, Science
are currently enrolled in post-graduate studies at various
Agriculture
and Technology Innovation League will enable Sargodha University
Chinese
universities,
including several in CAU, China's oldest
to benefit from scholarships offered by CAU for its graduates and
agriculture university.
scholars, apart from other benefits in research funding, technology
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Consolidating academic links
with Lanzhou University

President Lanzhou University and Vice Chancellor Sargodha University exchanging documents after signing the MoU

F

ollowing a landmark third agreement with Chinese

other academic cooperation.

Lanzhou University, the University of Sargodha has

The University has already signed two agreements with Lanzhou

received the lab equipment facilitating its researchers,

University which is extending technical support to Sargodha

faculty members and post-graduate students to conduct field

University in the field of Dry Land Agriculture and Biogas.

research trials on dry land.

The MoUs have facilitated the visit of PhD students and faculty

In this regard, the Memorandum of Understanding was signed by

members of Lanzhou University to Sargodha University. These

Professor Chun-Hua Yan, President Lanzhou University and Dr

researchers conducted field research for one year on yielding maze

Ishtiaq Ahmad, Vice Chancellor Sargodha University at Lanzhou

and weed crops on dry lands of Sargodha region and found out a

University, China on September 23, 2018.

reliable way of getting maximum

The MoUs have facilitated

agricultural output on dry lands without

educational and cultural spheres in the

the visit of PhD students

irrigation or with minimum level of water.

next five years, the the first consignment

and faculty members of

To enhance collaboration in academic,

of technical equipment worth Rs.25
million has been supplied to Sargodha
University which is being used by the

The new agreement is broad and covers all
aspects and levels of academic

Lanzhou University to

collaboration between the two institutions,

Sargodha University

as part of the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor.

Department of Agronomy.
Under the agreement terms, the two universities have agreed to the

Some 40 students are also pursuing post-graduate studies and

reciprocal exchange of faculty, administrative staff and students; to

research at Lanzhou Yniversity, and this number is expected to grow

the collaboration on post-graduate training and education; to

to 100 soon, including students and faculty from Sargodha

exchange of academic information and materials; and promoting

University.
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e-Rozgaar Centre provides online job
opportunities to students

Students engaged in an online freelancing work at e-Rozgaar Centre
able to earn some amount thanks to her entrepreneurial skills
The e-Rozgaar Centre at the University of Sargodha has so far
gained at the e-Rozgaar. “I was so relieved when I earned $100
enabled more than 700 students of the region to earn through
during my first month of training that finally I got a decent source
online jobs and business opportunities. 60 percent of these
of earning income. Now I am making more than Rs.50,000 per
students are women who have been earning an average of
month by rendering non-technical services,” she told.
Rs.40,000 per month without investing a penny.
Bahram Jahangir, another BSc Agriculture student from the
As a part of the University's entrepreneurial vision. the Centre was
second e-Rozgaar batch, is earning more than Rs.100,000 per
established at the main campus in December 2017. The program
month by providing his services online to his clients.
is the initiative of the Government of Punjab Information
“I mastered 25 skills during the e-Rozgaar training and I spent 4-5
Technology Board to collaborate with public sector universities in
hours on laptop daily providing services such as content
the province and provide students a variety of technical and
production, blog writing and editing,”
professional education in state-of-thesaid Bahram.
art training labs to earn through online
The Centre holds regular
jobs and businesses 24/7.
technical, non-technical and The Centre holds regular training
sessions – technical, non-technical and
Apart from e-Rozgaar Centre at the main
creative
designing
training
creative designing – during which the
campus, Sargodha University has two
students are trained in webother e-Rozgaar Centres at its subsessions to enable students
development, digital marketing, blog
campuses in Mianwali and Bhakkar
to earn income online
writing, SEO, logo designing and other
with the capacity of 100 work stations in
skills which enable them to earn handsome income online.
each case.
Two batches of students at the Centre have already completed
Sharing his struggle for finding a decent job after graduation,
their training while third batch is enrolled for the program. These
Affaf Safdar, who received training at the e-Rozgaar, narrates her
batches include 100 students from Mianwali and 16 from
personal experience of the training and subsequent online work
Bhakkar who collectively earned more than $16,000. The Centre
that enabled her to earn thrice than her previous job.
would take 2,000 students in the fourth batch.
Affaf couldn't find any reasonable job after graduation but was
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Lincoln Corner, a hub of Pak-US
cultural exchange activities

Students pose for a picture at the Lincoln Corner, University of Sargodha, showing diversity

T

of the Corner.”
o build bridges between the people of Pakistan and the
The Corner had arranged 6-week summer school during which
United States and to create opportunities for students to
sessions on communication skills, career development, resume
better understand the US culture, the US Consulate
etc were organized to prepare the students for their
writing
General has granted one-year extension to Lincoln Corner
professional career.
Sargodha on July 3, 2018.
Lincoln Corner organizes 4-week English Language Course
The Corner has been reaching out to educational institutions and
throughout
the year to equip the students with better written and
communities and creating opportunities for people of the region to
oral communication skills. The Corner, in collaboration with
better understand the United States since its establishment in
United States Education Foundation for Pakistan, also holds
December 2012.
sessions on Graduate Record Examination, Fulbright
training
According to an understanding reached out between Sargodha
fellowship and Global Undergraduate Exchange Program and
University and US Embassy, the former with guidance from the
teaches students to develop perfect personal statements.
latter, will select and purchase new print and electronic resources
At Lincoln Corner, a number of facilities
to incorporate in the Corner's collection
including latest issues of international
The Lincoln Corner offers
on topics related to bilateral interests,
magazines, literature on US culture, ecounseling sessions for
including but not limited to: Economics,
library, free Wi-Fi service and games are
Management, Business, American
interested students on how
being offered to the students.
Studies, Literature, English Teaching,
to secure scholarships while
It is a centre for lifelong learning and
English Language, Politics, Law, and
striving to fulfill the objective outlined by
organizing English language
Democratic Societies.
At the Embassy's discretion and with the
learning and cultural activities the UNESCO manifesto that identifies
the public library as a living force for
University's concurrence, the Embassy
education, culture and knowledge, promoting an exchange of
also intends to provide training and consultations for the Corner
ideas,
peaceful narratives and intellectual engagement. It imparts
staff. When and if possible, the Embassy intends to provide funds
informal education to students to promote their creative and
for travel, per diem, and lodging cost for the Corner staff to attend
innovative skills.
Embassy-sponsored training programs at locations in other cities.
It is hoped that the Corner would further strengthen the bilateral
Nimra, Program Manager Lincoln Corner Sargodha said, “US
ties between the US and Pakistan by familiarizing the students
speaker programs including cultural events, educational exchange
the US culture.
with
programs, alumni activities and music classes are a regular feature
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Streamlining private sub-campuses
to ensure quality education

S

argodha University had gained bad reputation by opening
five sub-campuses established under Private-Public
Partnership (PPP) and affiliating well over 600 private
and public sector colleges across Punjab. The Lahore subcampus was established in 2012 by the then Vice Chancellor by
using emergency powers. In 2013, four more sub-campuses were
set up in Gujranwala, Mandi Bahaudin and Faisalabad.
Streamlining college affiliations and bringing these private subcampuses under tight regulatory control has been a top priority of
the present administration, as in both cases the quality of
education was being hugely compromised.
As a result, the number of affiliated colleges has come down to
almost 300. As for the PPP sub-campuses, although the
University's accountability drive against them had started over a
year ago, a major development in this regard was the release in
May 2018 of the National Assembly-directed audit inquiry by the
Higher Education Commission (HEC) into the two successive
tenures of former Vice Chancellor. This followed the start of a
formal probe in February 2018 by the National Accountability
Bureau (NAB) against the ex-VC on charges of mismanagement
and corruption.
The HEC report—shared with the Governor Punjab/Chancellor's
office, Secretary Higher Education Department, Punjab, and

Through successive studentparent alerts, the University has
assured to facilitate, own and
safeguard the interest and future
of students enrolled in these
sub-campuses
NAB Lahore—found that the PPP policy creating these subcampuses was formulated without giving due consideration to
the observations of provincial Planning and Development
Department. Moreover, the private sub-campuses were created
without fulfilling due legal formalities such as proper
advertisement and open competition. The Lahore sub-campus,
for instance, was never approved by the Syndicate; whereas the
Mandi Bahauddin sub-campus was established, even after its
rejection from the Collaboration Provision Committee, by
manipulating the Syndicate minutes.

The HEC report also found that PPP sub-campuses violated
University's semester exam rules and regulations approved by
the Syndicate in December 2012. They conducted exams on their
own and gave inflated grades to the students after admitting them
at lowest merit without recruiting qualified faculty and providing
necessary facilities. “Such practices are tantamount to the
selling of degrees of the University and the quality standards are
compromised,” concluded the report.
Subsequently, the Syndicate meeting held on September 15,
2018 noted with concern that the sub-campuses were admitting
more students than the HEC-allocated limit of 50 seats per
Department and consistently disregarding the University's
directives for compliance in this regard. The Syndicate also
decided to disallow all PPP sub-campuses from admissions for
Session 2018 as well as directed the University to take
appropriate legal action against them for unlawfully issuing final
transcripts and other documents.
Meanwhile, the same month, on the order of Supreme Court
Chief Justice, NAB also geared up its investigations, arresting
the former VC and Registrar as well as the owners of Lahore and
Mandi Bahauddin sub-campuses. The following month, the HEC
revoked the NOCs of all private sub-campuses while endorsing
the Syndicate's ban on them from admitting students in Fall 2018.
Through successive student-parent alerts, the University has also
assured to facilitate, own and safeguard the interest and future of
students enrolled in these sub-campuses.
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Small scale farmers trained in
water management skills

Field facilitators, farmers and students attending the workshop
approaches to save water for the coming generations of Pakistan.
The Department of Agricultural Extension, College of Agriculture
Dr Sandra, the Principal Investigator of the ACIAR project, was the
organized two-day workshop titled 'Developing Approaches to
lead instructor during the workshop. Dr Richard Culas, Lecturer at
Enhance Farmer Water Management Skills in Balochistan, Punjab
Charles Sturt University of Australia had also joined the workshop
and Sindh in Pakistan,' to help farmers in water management skills.
and had impressive talk with students and faculty of the Agriculture
Two-day workshop was held on September 17-18, 2018 supported
College.
by an international project under Australian Center for International
He noted that encroachment of agricultural lands in Punjab by
Agricultural Research awarded to Assistant Professor of University
housing schemes and other kind of commercial projects and water
of Canberra, Australia, Dr Heaney-Mustafa Sandra, and other
related issues are badly affecting the overall agriculture product of
partners including Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources,
Punjab.
Social Sciences Research Institute-National Agricultural Research
Dr Culas was of the opinion that planting trees in dry regions could
Centre and Society of Facilitators and Trainers, Islamabad.
make better use of scarce water
Sargodha district was selected for the
The University of Sargodha signed a Letter
resources increasingly threatened by
research purpose among other districts
of
Agreement
with
Australia's
Canberra
climate change.
of the country including Faisalabad,
University on September 17, 2018 to help
Speaking at the certificate awarding
Bahawalpur, Tandojam (Sindh) and
local farmers in managing agricultural
ceremony, the Vice Chancellor said that
Quetta (Balochistan).
affairs under a project funded by the
considering the acute water-related
Following were the objectives of this
Australian Center for International
problems particularly in Punjab,
workshop:
Agricultural Research.
Sargodha University strives to play its
To prepare the trainers in the subject
part in bringing about much-needed
matter for further training of the
reforms in national water policy, irrigation and water management
farmers so that they could take their own decisions at village level
system by extending its international collaborations for quality
under their own leadership for transferring and sharing knowledge
research and provision of adequate training to the local farmers.
on sustainable basis.
On the occasion, the Vice Chancellor offered the adjunct faculty
To apply different learning models for the trainers such as value
member position to Dr Culas to work closely with the post-graduate
management, collaborative problem solving and discovery
students and faculty of the College of Agriculture at Sargodha
learning.
University. The latter accepted the offer and decided that the TORs
The workshop provided the participants learning about interacting
for appointment will be formulated later on.
with their clientele in the field and making them to apply modern
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People-to-people contacts flourishing
through Chinese Cultural Exchange Program

Participants playing ancient Chinese Tai Chi martial arts in Beijing
Two young ambassadors of the University of Sargodha visited
China, late July to participate in a cultural exchange program
sponsored by Embassy of the People's Republic of China in
Islamabad and implemented by Beijing International Chinese
College.
The program – consisting of lectures on basic Chinese language,
culture, political system and sightseeing – aimed at familiarizing
the participants with Chinese culture, sociopolitical system and
places of historical significance.
Professionals from various national organizations working in the
fields of administration, teaching, technology and capacity
building participated in the program.
The program was a continuation of the exchange program for
facilitating people-to-people interaction with far-reaching
academic and cultural impacts for both nations.
In the backdrop of China Pakistan Economic Corridor project
worth $60 billion, such exchange programs are set to lay down a
roadmap for creating people to people connections, enhancing the
cultural sensitizations and common understanding for shared goals.
During the program, a wide array of language and cultural based
“We found Chinese history and culture rich
and full of colors. There were temples, red
colors and engraved pictures of dragons
almost everywhere. Visits to Temple of
Heaven, Forbidden City, Water Cube and
Birds Nest provided us with an opportunity
to not only learn about the centuries-old
Chinese history but to acquaint ourselves
with technology-driven way of life.”
– Maryam Gul, Incharge CDC

sessions were conducted to acquaint the participants with
traditional and modern oeuvre of Chinese cultural.
In the preliminary Chinese language course, common usage words
and phrases along with the everyday use words were taught to the
delegates to facilitate them in communicating with local Chinese.
The participants were shown myriad of cultural facets, like;
Shadow Puppet Show, Chinese paper cutting and varied norms and
conventions of Chinese culture were introduced through audio
visual aids. Chinese music and musical instruments were also put
on display in one of the sessions.
As far as Chinese customs and festivals are concerned, the
participants were told about the ways marriages are celebrated and
funerals are held in China. It was also briefed to the delegates that
how enthusiastically the Chinese New Year is celebrated in China.
Beijing customs and norms were also taught in the session.
The exciting and entertaining part of the program was the visit to
heritage buildings of China. The Great Wall of China, the Temple of
Heaven, the Summer Palace and the Forbidden City also
familiarized the delegate with the majestic and grandiose Chinese
history and culture.
“One of the various things about China,
which impressed me the most, was ecofriendly cars. We did not find anything like
noise pollution in China. Paper less
economy is yet another interesting thing
about China. You can make payments for
your shopping through QR codes even at
roadside stalls. Overall, leaning about
Chinese history, culture and modern
Chinese architecture was a really great
experience.” – Absar Akram, WDC
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Dr Fazal-ur-Rahman joins as Director
Pakistan Institute of China Studies
Dr Fazal-ur-Rahman has joined the University of Sargodha as Director Pakistan Institute
of China Studies (PICS).
Dr Rahman has previously served at the National Defense University, Islamabad Policy
Research Institute and Institute of Strategic Studies Islamabad, where his last position
was as Director of China Study Centre. He is among the founding members of Pakistan
Council on China, Strategic Studies Institute Islamabad and Foundation for
Fundamental Rights.
He holds a PhD from Peking University in South Asian Studies, a Masters degree in
Defence and Strategic Studies from the Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad, a diploma
in Conflict Resolution from Department of Peace and Conflict Research, Uppsala
University, Sweden, a certificate in National Security from Institute of Political Science
Christian-Albrechts University, Kiel, Germany and is a graduate of the Executive Course
from Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies, Honolulu, USA.
Dr Rahman has been a Visiting Fellow at the Institute for International Affairs at
Ebenhausen, Munchen, Germany 1996, Fellow of Japan Foundation at Hiroshima
University, Japan 2001, Visiting Fellow at the China Institutes for Contemporary
International Relations, Beijing 2004 and TUSAM, Ankara, Turkey 2007.
Dr Rahman has extensively traveled for professional assignments and represented Pakistan at many expert-level meetings. He is a
frequent visitor to China and attends a number of conferences/seminars and forums every year. He has contributed a number of research
articles and book-chapters on China, East Asia, and multilateral organizations in Asia.

P

akistan Institute of China
Studies will be steered by the
dynamic leadership of

Dr

Fazal-ur-Rehman who has a vast
experience of Chinese culture and
politics. As an essential component of
the China-Pakistan-Economic
Corridor, the institute will become an
integral part of the language studies
disciplines at Sargodha University.
As CPEC offers tremendous
opportunities to Pakistan, the Institute
of China Studies seeks to prepare our
youth for making the most of the
multi-billion-dollar project by
imparting essential skills to the youth,

PICS promotes the study of Chinese civilisation among Pakistani youth

aligned with the objectives of CPEC.
The Institute aims at deepening understanding of Chinese

The Institute of China Studies has two key functions: first,

language, culture and civilization as well as emerging policies

research and training through academic activities; and second,

and role in the global economy and politics.

establishing interest-based connectivity of Sargodha University

In the backdrop of CPEC, PICS will cater to the increasing

with Chinese universities, think-tanks and other stakeholders in

demand of Chinese language in the country.

CPEC and at the bilateral level between Pakistan and China.
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Student Success Stories

Nimra Nawaz placed at US Wilson
College Dean's Honor List
Nimra Nawaz – a young girl from sixth semester at the Department

facilitated by the people of

of English, Sargodha University – took her flight alone to the United

USA as well.”

States of America on January 1, 2018. This was her first foreign visit

She added, “During my stay

under Global Undergraduate Exchange Program Spring 2018 after

in US, I experienced

saying goodbye to all her fears and facing up new challenges.

intercultural competence,

20-year-old Nimra found it hard to make a choice between her likely

cross-cultural experience and

silver medal for bachelors at Sargodha University and the

made friends from diverse

scholarship opportunity being offered at the USA.

backgrounds.”

She grew up in a conservative society where it is not permissible for

Nimra gave country

girls to travel alone and live on their own without the shelter of

presentation at Rotary

parents or guardians. She chose her dream and ambition over her

International Club,

medal and preferred to walk on the path less travelled by and

Chambersburg, Pennsylvania

succeeded in overcoming the challenges and hurdles that lie in her

and enjoyed the enriching and

path towards the achievement of her dreams.

intellectual academic setting

Her selection for UGRAD Spring 2018 – sponsored by United

of the US educational institutions. She thinks that research culture

UGRAD alumnus, Nimra Nawaz

States Department of State – from 9,000 applicants and subsequent

of the US educational institutes makes students analytical and

placement at Wilson College of Liberal Arts, Pennsylvania, USA

creative in their perception and writing.

was a first step towards realizing her dreams. Her success did not

Nimra believes that the facility of writing lab at US educational

stop here as she went on to be placed at Wilson College Spring 2018

institutions helps the students to improve their writing skills and

Dean's Honor list by securing 3.75/4.0 CGPA. She was also honored

makes their assignments free of mistakes. Seeing and experiencing

to get the title of Cultural Ambassador of Pakistan in USA.

the positive impact of writing lab on a student's performance and

Sharing her experience, the UGRAD alumnus said: “My exchange

learning, she proposed to establish a writing lab for the students at

tour has brought forward my hidden strengths of which even I

the Career Development Centre of the University, where she is

myself was unaware. I simply love the firm determination and calm

doing internship under the auspices of Pakistan-US Alumni

confidence that I have attained now. This transformation was

Network Mentorship Program.

Law College graduate selected
as Supreme Court intern
Ms Khoula Shahid, a law graduate of Sargodha University, was selected for the Supreme Court
Internship Program 2018. She was the gold medalist from LLB program of Session 2014-17 at Law
College, University of Sargodha.
Ms Shahid was the only girl to make her place in top five candidates out of almost 1,000 university
graduates who participated in the competition from across Pakistan.
Dedicating her success to the faculty of Law College, she thanked her teachers for their guidance,
constant encouragement and inspiration throughout her degree program, which prepared her to pursue
her ambition to become a successful lawyer.
Ms Shahid shared her excitement, saying, “It is a source of happiness to secure this position as an intern
at the top court of Pakistan. My message to the students of law is to combine their passion with
discipline and hard work to attain success as the law profession is highly demanding and rigorous.”
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SU students qualify for national
round of Huawei ICT contest 2018
Two students of the Department of Computer
Science and Information Technology,
Sargodha University have successfully
qualified for the national round of Huawei
Information and Communication Technology
Competition 2018 to be held in Lahore in
November.
Eight students of the Department appeared in
the initial round of which Abdul Qadeer, MS
CS and IT and Usama Rao, BS CS and IT got
selected for the national level exam.
If selected in the national round, they will
become part of the team of 10 winning
students to represent Pakistan in the
international competition to be held at China. Winner of this

The orientation resulted in the registration of 250 students

competition will receive cash prize of $30,000 while the

from Sargodha University for the competition. Out of them,

participants will receive one month fully funded trip to China

160 appeared in the test held at campus for initial scrutiny

and many job opportunities in multinational companies.

however only 15 were able to pass the exam. Successful

The categories set for the competition include cloud

candidates for the national round, Qadeer and Rao, were from

computing, routing and switching, network security and

these 15.

wireless.

In the wake of this competition, the Department of CS and IT is

China's tech giant Huawei in collaboration with Sargodha

conducting seminars and workshops on cyber security, HCNA

University and University of Engineering and Technology had

(routing and switching) and relevant technologies.

organized an orientation seminar on Huawei ICT Competition

During the Huawei orientation seminar, the Department

2018 at the Department of Computer Science and Information

agreed to extend collaboration for launching the Huawei ICT

Technology on September 19, 2018.

Academy Program which provides opportunities to study
advanced technologies and join Huawei's globally renowned
university-enterprise cooperation model.
The Huawei ICT Competition is part of Huawei's
longstanding effort to have a positive impact on the
community in Pakistan, just like the 'Seeds for the Future'
program, it helps offer training and internships to promising
students across the region. It is a unique opportunity for
students to test their abilities in ICT's most innovative fields.
The competition invites universities and colleges to
participate for promoting professional certifications in the

Q&A session during the workshop

tech field and the development of the local ICT industry talent
in Pakistan.
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